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요

약

안드로이드 플랫폼은 사용자 친화적으로 설계되어 있다. 하지만 이러한 친화적 설계는 취약점이 쉽게 발생할 수
있고, 일반적인 사용자는 쉽게 탐지가 어렵다는 단점을 가지고 있다. 따라서, 본 논문에서는 안드로이드 어플리케이
션 분석을 위한 유명한 오픈 소스 분석 도구를 설명하고, 현재 구글의 권한 그룹에 대한 정책의 위험성을 설명한 후
공격자의 권한 상승에 대한 위험을 완화하기 위한 기법을 제안한다. 또한, 21,064의 악성코드 샘플을 조사하여 제
안한 기술이 안전하지 않은 응용 프로그램 업데이트 탐지에 대한 증명을 하였을 뿐 아니라 보안 위협에 대한 인식을
고취시키고자 하였다.

ABSTRACT
Android platform is designed to be user-friendly, yet sometimes its convenience introduces vulnerabilities that normal users
cannot justify. In this paper, after making an overview of popular open source analysis tools for android applications, we point
out the dangerous use of Permission Group in current Google Policy, and suggest a technique to mitigate the risks of privilege
escalation that attackers are taking advantage of. By conducting the investigation of 21,064 malware samples, we conclude that
the proposed technique is considered effective in detecting insecure application update, as well as giving users the heads-up in
security awareness.
Keywords: Android Security, Privilege Escalation, Mobile Malware

I. Introduction*

2015, according to IDC [1]. 2014 witnessed
an
astounding
increase
of
Android

Android has been dominating in the
market for the recent years, with 78% of
the market-share in the first quarter of

malware rate with 75% in the United
States compared to the previous year [2].
Malware also come in different forms
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Table 1. An overview of open source Malware Analysis Tool

like ransomware (a type of malware that
force users pay money to unlock their
devices), adware (aggressive advertising

the permissions of current apps on their
phones after they were installed. To
improve user experience (UX), Android

application) or chargeware (application
associated with premium services like SMS
or Phone Call). We have done a survey

provides automatic-updates capability so
that users do not need to review all of
installed apps in their devices every time

with 50 different open source analysis
tools and realized that half of them were
in the state of inactive, the others attract

if there is a new release.
According to current Google policy about
app
permissions
[3]:
if
you have

very low contribution from community.
Besides
few
ongoing
projects
like
Androguard or Amandroid, ones could be

automatic-updates turned on and you
already have an application installed with
one permission in Permission Group, then

mentioned
are:
Androwarn,
DidFail,
DroidBox. Description of the most
11
popular tools [16-26] is provided in Table

when the app upgrades, user will not need
to review or accept that Permission
Groups again, even if it requires more

1 (The latest update of this table is in
2015, June 18th).
Google requires developers to declare

permissions in that group. In other word,
unless the user turns off auto-updates
feature,
the
app
will
gain
more

Permissions in AndroidManifest.xml file. If
there are permissions that relate to the
same topic, then they will belong to a

permissions without needing any approval
from the user when it upgrades. Moreover,
users no longer see android.permission.

Permission Group. For example, receive
text messages and send text messages
belong to the same group of permissions

INTERNET permission in the approved list
anymore because it has been granted to
all applications, by default. This issue of

(namely, SMS). Whenever users install an
app from Google Play Store, they need to
accept all individual permissions given by

Permission Group can be reproduced by
creating an app with basic permissions
and adding more permissions in the same

the developer, or the app will not be
installed. The users also cannot modify

Permission Group for the next upgrade.
Besides traditional installation through

정보보호학회논문지 (2016. 2)
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Table 2. List of dangerous Android Permissions declared in AndroidManifest.xml

Play Store, users can install application
from unknown sources. By disabling

the malicious intention of 22 malware that
use the same package name with apps in

security feature in android OS, users can
install
almost
any
APK
(Android
Application Package) files which are

Play

downloaded from the Internet. That means
the privacy and security of users are
exposed to many different types of

the official ones in Play Store, that means
the malware developers already had the
private keys of these genuine apps.

malicious applications. These applications
are aggressive in requiring permissions
described in AndroidMafinest file, some of

The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section II discusses some related

them even try to imitate the same
package names as official apps in Play
Store [27].

section III, we introduce the cloud model
for detecting privilege escalation. We
provide the analysis statistics in section

Our contribution in this paper can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Provide the latest status of open

IV and the conclusion in section V.

source malware analysis tools that we
have surveyed in this year. These are
valuable resources for empirical studies to
any researchers in the field.
(2) Discuss the danger of privilege
escalation that results from Permission
Group in Android and propose a technique
to mitigate the risks.
(3) Investigate the trend of malware in
the recent years and discuss some
malware behaviors based of the analysis
result.
(4) Conduct a thorough review of
21,064 Android applications and discover

Store.

Especially,

there

are

2

malware are extremely dangerous as they
have the same certificate fingerprints with

works to android malware analysis. In

II. Related Works
Yajin Zhou et al. implement DroidRanger
[4] which is the combination of static and
dynamic
analysis.
They
separate
DroidRanger into two parts:
(1) Detecting known Android malware:
Firstly, permission-based filtering filters
applications with important permissions
like SEND_SMS, RECEIVE_SMS, etc in
order to narrow down the number of
applications to analyze. After that,
behavioral footprint matching is used to
detect harmful behaviors through a set of
matching rules. Each rule expresses a
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sequence of APIs (or information like
broadcast receivers) that will be called.
(2)
Detecting
unknown
Android

also unsecure for users if there is an
unpatched vulnerability.
As mentioned in the previous section,

malware: heuristics-based filtering and
dynamic execution monitoring are based
on anomaly behaviors and dynamic

DroidRanger [4] and PUMA [5] accidently
skip two important characteristics of
Android
applications,
which
are

analyses of system calls for suspicious
actions. The authors use the kernel
module to hook and log system calls

Permission Group and automatic-updates.
To mitigate the risk caused by this
implementation of Android platform, we

selectively. The next step is for manual
review if suspicious runtime behaviors
were found.

implement DroidSecure,
an Android
application that could be able to:
(1) Collect permissions from all

While permission-based filtering is used
to filter applications with essential

installed applications, and then categorize
them into sets. Each set represents for 1
application.

permissions (in order to reduce the
number of apps that are needed to
analyze), this very first step fails to

(2) Classify permissions of each set
into groups, based on Permission Group
described by Google,

counter update attack if the malware only
requires basic permissions and then
silently
escalates
its
privilege
by

(3) Use BroadcastReceiver to listen to
ACTION_PACKAGE_REPLACED, so that if
there is an upgrade of any application, it

requesting more permissions later on. We
also found another research of analyzing
Manifest file to detect malware in Android

will trigger our tool to compare with the
permissions previously listed in the sets.
Any action that tries to add more

: Borja Sanz et al. [5] conduct an
empirical validation of Android malware
through machine learning. This technique

permissions
which
belong
to
our
predefined dangerous permissions (Table
2) are considered suspicious, and users

also does not consider the risk when
updating applications, and is not effective
to prevent update attack. Our system will

will get a warning about that.
Currently in Android OS, there are 31
Permission Groups that are needed to be

try to solve the existing problem by
keeping track of each application as they
are installed on the device. We will

investigated. [6]. However, in developer
web page at the time being[7], Google has
taken down some of them, we believe

describe in detail of DroidSecure in the
next Section.

there will be an update of this page
corresponding to the release of Android
Marshmallow.

III. Privilege Escalation
Detection Model

Although our implementation on Android
phone is effective against aggressive
updates, we take a step further by moving

The workaround for the problem of
Permission Group is temporarily turning
off automatic-updates, but this leads to

the system to the cloud. We try to address
the problem with apps that are installed
from unknown sources (when users have

another problem: the app is not at its
newest versions at some time, which is

already disabled the security feature).
Whenever a user tries to download an

정보보호학회논문지 (2016. 2)
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Fig. 1. The implementation of DroidSecure

APK file from other markets (instead of
Google Play), DroidSecure triggers the

appear in our result. We believe such
declarations are aimed for rooted phone,

crawler to download that APK from Play
Store (since the two have the same
package
name,
defined
inside

where most of security features are
disabled or easily bypassed under root
power.

AndroidManifest.xml),
investigates
the
permissions required by the app, and
justify with the previous versions (in the

As shown in Table 3, we extract and
analyze 88 permissions from more than
21,064 malware samples. The result

case this app has been installed on the
phone of the user). In other words, our
system tracks down every action related to

indicates the domination of 26 permissions
presented in the table (occupies 95% of
the total permissions). Attacker usually

installation or update/upgrade process of
an app. The advantage of this approach is
that
DroidSecure
client
which
was

develop malware that could be able to
steal money from users through premium
services (SMS or Phone Call), or

installed in the device does not consume
too much battery power, as well as the
power of cloud allows our system to work

ransomware that require users to pay
money in order to unlock their phones (by
using
SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW,

more efficiently. The scenario is described
in Fig. 1.

DISABLE_KEYGUARD). Besides
deadly
permissions
SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW

IV. Assessment Analysis

KILL_BACKGROUND_PROCESSES, we can
recognize some groups of permissions here.
For example: SEND_SMS, RECEIVE_SMS

To prove the effectiveness of preventing
an
application
to
gain
dangerous
permission of the proposed technique, we
conduct an analysis over 21,064 malicious
applications to clarify the aggressiveness
of privilege escalation of these apps, as
well as provide the understanding of
current trend that attackers are using in
AndroidManifest declaration. Some of the
most dangerous permissions such as
android.permission.BRICK
or
android.
permission.SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW
(that can permantly locks the phone) also

single,
like
or

or READ_CONTACTS, WRITE_CONTACTS.
Such types of permissions in Permission
Group cause no harm when they are used
separately, but when the application
updates and the app escalates its privilege
by requiring more permissions, the phone
can be compromised at some levels, or
completely.
We also randomly select 878 applications
that were downloaded from Google Play
Store
to
analyze
their
manifest
permissions and package names, and then
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Table 3. Permission Ratio in Malware

Table 4. 3 malware families with privilege
escalation intention
Package name

Permissions
raise

Malware
Family

tv.pps.mobile

43 to 76

Android/
SystemMonitor

com.scompa.
facechanger

8 to 21

Minimob

15 to 19

Android/
SMSKey.L

com.outfit7.
talkingsantafree

original apps in Google Play Store
(tv.pps.mobile
and
com.outfit7.
talkingsantafree). That means when user
installs these malicious apps, the Package
Manager will allow them to be installed
since they have the same certificate
fingerprints with the ones in Google Play
Store. We believe this is a serious
problem, as the private key of the
compare with our malware dataset. The
evaluation
is
performed
between

developers have been leaked to the outside
world, and their keys are being abused by
these malicious apps.

18,494,192 app pairs, resulted in 41
applications (in our malware dataset)
which have similar package names with 22

To summarize our assessment analysis:
(1) We provide a feature to eliminate
special permissions that are used by

applications downloaded from Play Store.
We
narrow
down
the
scope
by
investigating their certificate fingerprints

malware to compromise rooted devices, so
that users with rooted phones could have
safety at some levels, even though the

inside META-INF directories, and found 3
serious
cases of privilege escalation
[9-15]. Table 4 describes the package

feature allows "installation from unknown
source is enabled"
(2) With the combination of Permission

name, permissions escalation (include the
number of permissions in the original app
and the number of permissions are added

Group, users could avoid unsafe upgrade
of applications in Play Store, or privilege
escalation
through
third
party

in the malware), and the Malware Family
which
are
recognized
by
different
Anti-Virus software in VirusTotal. Each of

applications.
(3) We also found the problem of similar
certificate fingerprints between official

these apps also has good reputation in
Play Store with more than 10 million

applications and malware. This may lead
to a breach that can be abused to spread
malware to many devices.

installations,

which

facilitate

the

widespread of these disguised malware.
Especially, there are two cases that have
the same certificate fingerprints with the

정보보호학회논문지 (2016. 2)
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